Multi-purpose ozone generator for the home.
Ozone generator outputs 600mg/hr ozone for safe, effective air and water sanitation in your own home.
Featuring a lightweight, portable design, it is ideal to use from room to room and for travel.
We have been selling this generator, without any complaints since 2007.

Includes everything you need for ozonating!
The machine comes with two 36" polyurethane tubes and two 1" diffuser bubblers so that you can start
ozonating your tap water or sink water right away! See below for typical ways that you can use this
fantastic little ozonator!

Treating tap water
The Generator can effectively purify a glass of water to a gallon of water!

Rinse your fruit veggies and even meat in a bowl.

Increase shelf life of fruits and veggies as well as removing pesticides, it
will also remove some forced hormones and anti-biotics from meat.
There are many ways to use the Generator for rinsing and washing fresh fruits. Simply fill your sink or
large bowl with water, put in your produce and drop in the diffuser 2-4" into the water and ozonate for
10-15 minutes.

Clean your toothbrushes and more!

Great for dental hygiene!
Ozone is one of the most effective sanitizers on the planet (second only to fluoride) this makes it a
perfect method for gargling, cleaning toothbrush bristles, or cleaning dentures.

Clean your kitchen utensils!

Clean up your kitchen with ozone!

Ozonated water is a handy tool in the kitchen. Clean dirty kitchen utensils with ozonated water, or
transfer ozonated water into a spray bottle to spray down a variety of surfaces such as counter-tops or
even windows!

Increase the life of fresh-cut flowers!

Ozonate your flowers!
Enjoy your beautiful, fresh-cut flowers for weeks longer after adding ozone! Some
customers even note new leaf growth on the stem.

